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PRE- AND POST-SCISSION NEUTRON EVAPORATIONFROM SUPERHEAVY COMPOSITE SYSTEMS�Krystyna Siwek-Wilzy«skaInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Deember 4, 2001)Correlations between pre-sission and post-sission multipliities dedu-ed with the baktraing method by the DéMoN Collaboration for a heavyomposite system Z = 110 are analysed. The data are interpreted in termsof a hybrid model ombining deterministi dynamis ode of Feldmeierwith a Monte Carlo statistial model of evaporation of light partiles inompetition with Kramers' dissipative �ssion.PACS numbers: 25.70.Jj, 25.70.Lm1. IntrodutionDynami evolution of nulear systems formed in nuleus�nuleus olli-sions at low energies gives a possibility to study properties of nulear matterin well de�ned onditions of the liquid phase. One of the most importantstill open questions is the nature of nulear dissipation and its in�uene onthe time sale of nulear dynamial proesses.Measurements of pre-sission neutron multipliities may serve as a �neu-tron lok�, an important tool for studying nulear dynamis. The neutronlok an be used for determination of the time sale of fusion��ssion andfast �ssion reations. In this paper, a model for deduing information on thereation mehanism from orrelations between pre-sission and post-sissionmultipliities is presented.It was found already more than a deade ago that the fusion��ssionproesses proeed slower than expeted on the grounds of the statistialtransition-state theory formulated by Bohr and Wheeler [1℄. An alternativeapproah to nulear �ssion, proposed by Kramers [2℄ in terms of the trans-port theory, seems to explain this phenomenon. In Kramers' theory, the� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (445)



446 K. Siwek-Wilzy«skaoupling between �utuations and dissipation is assumed, leading to a de-pendene of the time sale of �ssion on nulear dissipation. In suh a way,measurements of the pre-sission neutron multipliities an be used for de-termination of visosity of nulear matter.Similarly, evaporation of light partiles in strongly damped ollisions and�fast-�ssion� reations (when fusion does not our) also may play a role ofa lok measuring the time of nulear interation. Those non-fusion reationsan be desribed in terms of deterministi dynamial models [3℄ involvingdissipative (fritional) fores.Both theoretial tools, deterministi dissipative dynamis and the trans-port theory approah, have to be employed in analysis of pre-sission neutronmultipliities in fusion��ssion reations beause the latter formalism appliesonly in the pre-saddle stage of �ssion. Beyond the saddle point, when �ssionis deided, deterministi dynamis beome the most onvenient frameworkfor alulating post-saddle evaporation.2. Model alulationsFor heavy nulear systems, the overoming of the interation barrier andformation of the omposite system does not guarantee that the system willeventually fuse. Therefore, in our simulations we onsider two senarios: thefusion��ssion senario (in whih the ompound-nuleus �ssion is assumed),and the fast �ssion senario, in whih the time evolution of the ombinedsystem is entirely desribed with deterministi dynamis. For distintionbetween these two types of reations we use preditions of the dynamialode HICOL [3℄, based on the onept of one-body dissipation [4℄ that wasproved to reasonably desribe essential features of nuleus�nuleus ollisions.Formation of the ompound nuleus is predited for all partial waves be-low a ertain limiting value lfus. For all higher partial waves, fast-�ssion-likeproesses are predited. The boundary between the two types of proessesstrongly depends on details of the nuleus�nuleus interation. Consistenybetween predited ross setions of the fusion��ssion and fast-�ssion ompo-nents with observed mass distributions of the �ssion fragments is required.For both, ompound�nuleus �ssion and fast-�ssion senarios, we alu-late pre-sission and post-sission multipliities, �pre and �post, respetively.In ase of the ompound-nuleus �ssion (left-side branh in Fig. 1), �preonsists of two di�erently alulated omponents: pre-saddle and saddle-to-sission multipliities. The pre-saddle neutron multipliity in the fusion-�ssion proess is alulated [5℄ with a time-dependent Monte Carlo program,in whih evaporation of light partiles ompetes with dissipative �ssion de-sribed with a modi�ed [6℄ Kramers formalism. The number of neutronsemitted during the pre-saddle stage depends on a value of the dissipation o-
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     CALCULATION SCHEME:
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Fig. 1. Calulation sheme of pre- and post-sission neutron multipliities in fusion��ssion and fast �ssion reations.e�ient in the Kramers hindrane fator that in the stationary limit reduesthe �ssion width �K relative to the nonvisous Bohr�Wheeler width �BW:�K = �BW �p1 + 2 � � ; (1)where  is the dimensionless dissipation oe�ient. Following the Grangé�Weidenmüller model [6℄, a time dependene of �K is introdued to Eq. (1)aounting for the transient time needed to build up the quasistationaryprobability �ow over the �ssion barrier.



448 K. Siwek-Wilzy«skaWhen the saddle point is reahed (see left-side branh in Fig. 1), �ssionis deided, and the system desends down to sission point. Evaporationof neutrons (and other light partiles) during the saddle-to-sission stage issimulated with a time-dependent �di�erential� Monte Carlo ode, in whihlight-partile emission or non-emission probability is being drawn in smallonseutive time intervals. (Sine �ssion is deided, during the post-saddleasade, its width is swithed o� from ompetition, �f = 0.) The �di�eren-tial� approah is essential in desription of statistial asades from rapidlyevolving systems, in whih exitation energy is generated in a time saleomparable with the deay rate, or faster. Time dependene of the exita-tion energy generated in the �ssioning system along the �ssion trajetory isalulated using the ode HICOL.The same method, as for alulating the saddle-to-sission omponent of�pre in fusion-�ssion reations outlined above, is used to alulate the pre-sission neutron multipliity in the fast-�ssion senario, see the right-handside branh in Fig. 1. The rate of exitation energy generated along thewhole fast �ssion trajetory is alulated for a given angular momentum us-ing the ode HICOL. This information is then supplied to the evaporationasade alulations. The upper limit of angular momenta for fast �ssionproesses, lmax, is determined requiring that for l = lmax HICOL repro-dues a maximum value of the mass asymmetry of the fragments used in theexperiment to trigger pre-sission neutrons.Both senarios, fusion��ssion and fast �ssion, end at sission of the om-posite system. At this point eah individual Monte Carlo asade is �nishedand information on the �nal value of the thermal- and deformation exita-tion energies, mass and harge of the fragments is stored and an be usedfor alulating deexitation asades in post-sission fragments.Results of simulations desribed above are ompared in Fig. 2 with theorrelation between the pre-sission and post-sission multipliities deduedwith the baktraing method for the 58Ni + 208Pb reation by the DéMoNCollaboration [7℄. Blak stripe in Fig. 2 represents predited orrelation be-tween average �pre and average �post multipliities for fast �ssion proesses inthe range of angular momenta 31 � l � 120, with the upper limit onsistentwith the range of fragment masses used as triggers in the experiment. Forfusion��ssion reations, expeted to our for l � 30, the predited orrela-tion between average �pre and average �post multipliities was alulated fortwo values of the dissipation oe�ient,  = 5, orresponding e�etively toone-body dissipation (blak irle at �pre � 6 in Fig. 2), and for about twiethat value,  = 11 (another blak irle at �pre � 8).Very similar experimental results obtained by the DéMoN Collaborationon the 40Ca + 232Th reation [8℄ are shown in Fig. 3. Results of model alu-lations, arried out aording to the same sheme as for the 58Ni + 208Pb
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Fig. 2. Correlation between pre-sission and post-sission neutron multipliities inthe 58Ni + 208Pb reation � see text.

Fig. 3. Correlation between pre-sission and post-sission neutron multipliities inthe 40Ca + 232Th reation � see text.



450 K. Siwek-Wilzy«skareation, are also shown. For both systems, the model alulations reprodueessential features (average values) of the observed orrelation �pre vs. �post.Results of the alulations are onsistent with an interpretation that thestudied �ssion-like fragments originate mostly (main maxima in Figs. 2, 3)from fast �ssion reations, onsistently desribed with the HICOL model(implying one-body dissipation). For both studied systems, the �pre vs. �postorrelations reveal presene of an additional, well separated, but weaker om-ponent that an be interpreted as resulting from fusion��ssion-like proessesat nearly entral ollisions. Our analysis implies that the fusion��ssion pro-ess is slowed down by intense dissipative fores omparable in strength withone-body dissipation, or even stronger.I am very muh indebted to Franis Hanappe and all members of theDéMoN Collaboration for providing me with results on multipliity orre-lations in the 40Ca + 232Th reation prior to publiation. This work wassupported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN).REFERENCES[1℄ N. Bohr, J.A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 56, 426 (1939).[2℄ H.A. Kramers, Physia 7, 284 (1940).[3℄ H. Feldmeier, Rep. Prog. Phys. 50, 915 (1987).[4℄ J. Bªoki et al., Ann. Phys. 113, 330 (1978).[5℄ K. Siwek-Wilzy«ska et al., Ata Phys. Pol. B29, 451 (1998).[6℄ P. Grangé, H.A. Weidenmüler, Phys. Lett. 96B, 26 (1980).[7℄ L. Donadille et al., Nul. Phys. A656, 259 (1999).[8℄ F. Hanappe, private ommuniation, to be published.


